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ABSTRACT

Acceleration of a fraction of initially low-energy electrons in a cold, collisional plasma to energies orders of magnitude larger than thermal is
shown to be possible with a sub-Dreicer electric field. Because such an electric field does not satisfy the runaway condition, any acceleration
will be statistical. Random scattering collisions are probabilistic such that there is 63% chance that a particle collides after traveling one mean
free path and a 37% chance of not colliding. If one considers only the electrons that do not collide on traversing a mean free path and also
considers that the collisional mean free path scales quadratically with particle kinetic energy, one realizes that there will be a small fraction of
electrons that never collide and are accelerated to increasingly high energy. Because the mean free path scales quadratically with kinetic
energy, after each successfully traveled mean free path, continued acceleration becomes more likely. This model is applied to an MHD-
driven plasma jet experiment at Caltech and it is shown that electrons are accelerated by an electric field associated with a fast magnetic
reconnection event occurring as the jet breaks apart. This statistical acceleration model indicates that a fraction �1.3� 10�7 of electrons
with initial energy distributed according to a Maxwellian with T¼ 2 eV will be accelerated to 6 keV in the Caltech experiment and then col-
lide to produce the observed X-ray signal. It is shown that the statistical acceleration model provides a credible explanation for the produc-
tion of solar energetic electrons.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5081716

I. INTRODUCTION

Surprisingly, energetic charged particles have been observed for
decades in laboratory experiments,1–5 solar flare events,6–10 and astro-
physical jets.11,12 Despite the scales of these different structures span-
ning 22 orders of magnitude in length and 20 orders of magnitude in
time,13 they have certain critical similarities, namely, (i) charged par-
ticles are accelerated to energies orders of magnitude larger than ther-
mal, (ii) the process is transient, (iii) magnetic fields and electric
currents are involved, and (iv) the energization appears to be associ-
ated with some sort of instability. Mechanisms such as wave-particle
resonance,7 stochastic motion,10 runaway ions in small regions,14 crea-
tion of a deuterium beam,15 and Fermi acceleration16 were previously
proposed to explain these super-thermal energetic particles, but mag-
netic reconnection is now thought to play a crucial role.17–19 Most
recently, a hard X-ray burst has been observed on the Caltech astro-
physical jet experiment.20

Until now, it has been unclear why only a small subset of particles
are energized, how this small subset is selected, and why this small
subset can be accelerated when the plasma is so cold as to be extremely
collisional. Motivated by recent experimental observations reported in
Ref. 20, we present here a model for how a small subset of thermal par-
ticles can be accelerated to high energies in a plasma that is ostensibly

so extremely collisional that no such acceleration would be expected.
This model involves combining statistical concepts with the predic-
tions of Vlasov-based Fokker-Planck calculations. It explains why a
small cohort of electrons in a cold, collisional plasma will be acceler-
ated to energies orders of magnitude larger than thermal energy by a
sub-Dreicer electric field. Thus, the model differs from a runaway situ-
ation, i.e., from the situation where all electrons are accelerated to high
energy. It also differs from certain previous considerations of sub-
Dreicer electric fields21–24 and is shown to provide a much stronger
effect. The electric field is proposed to be the inductive electric field
associated with a sudden change in electric current. This current inter-
ruption results from a fast magnetic reconnection process breaking
apart the jet.20,25 Because the model depends only on statistics,
Fokker-Planck collision theory, and current disruption, it should apply
to solar and astrophysical contexts as well as in the laboratory.

This paper is organized as follows: Sec. II summarizes the key
experimental parameters. Section III draws the distinction between
particle acceleration from a sub-Dreicer electric field versus a super-
Dreicer field and reviews opening switch concepts. Section IV presents
the statistical acceleration model. Section V summarizes the experi-
mental observation of X-rays in the Caltech jet experiment. Section VI
applies the statistical acceleration model to the Caltech jet experiment.
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Section VII uses a Lagrangian solution of the Vlasov equation to pre-
sent an alternative derivation of the key result. Section VIII shows
quantitatively why statistical acceleration is much more important
than the previously considered23,24 runaway of the small number of
tail electrons for which the mean free path exceeds the system dimen-
sion. Section IX discusses scaling to solar contexts. Section X contains
the conclusion. The Appendix discusses the limitations of Debye
shielding when a fast particle is incident on a plasma and its implica-
tions related to collisions and particle acceleration.

II. CALTECH ASTROPHYSICAL JET EXPERIMENT

The Caltech astrophysical jet experiment produces a cold, dense,
collisional low-b MHD-driven jet with an initial radius of a few cm
and a length increasing to several 10s of cm in 30–50ls. The jet is cre-
ated in a 1.4 m diameter, 1.6 m long vacuum chamber which has a
pair of coplanar, concentric copper electrodes mounted at one end.
The inner disk electrode is connected to a capacitor bank, and the
outer annular electrode is connected directly to the ground. During
the discharge, the potential appearing across the electrodes is approxi-
mately 2 kV. The experimental setup and shot firing process have been
described in detail in Refs. 20 and 25–27.

Spectroscopic line ratios indicate nominal 2 eV electron tempera-
tures, while Doppler broadening of spectral lines indicates similar ion
temperatures.27 A laser interferometer28 indicates a nominal density of
ne’ 3� 1022 m�3 giving a nominal one micron electron collision
mean free path using the nominal temperature of T¼ 2 eV. A Z¼ 2
ionization state is assumed based on spectroscopic measurements.

III. OVERVIEW OF THE MODEL

The experiment has a large electric current flowing along the axis
of a collimated MHD-driven plasma jet. On reaching a critical length,
the jet kinks and a fast-growing Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instability devel-
ops as a result of the effective gravity of the kink. The Rayleigh-Taylor
instability acts to interrupt the axial current so there is a large axial
inductive electric field at the location of this interruption. For the pur-
poses of the model presented here, the configuration will be considered
one dimensional with a finite-duration electric field in the z direction
having finite axial extent d. Because of Lenz’s law, this electric field is
oriented so as to accelerate electrons axially, i.e., in the z direction. The
Dreicer electric field

ED ¼ 0:43
neZe3 lnK
8p�20jTe

¼ 5:6� 10�18neZ
lnK
Te

; (1)

in units of V/m, is the condition for runaway acceleration. When E
> ED, the acceleration from the electric field overpowers the drag from
collisions and all electrons accelerate to arbitrarily high energy.

By contrast, the statistical acceleration model to be presented in
Sec. IV involves a sub-Dreicer electric field, E < ED, and because of
this, it will be shown that only a fraction of the electron population is
accelerated. This fraction is determined by a statistical analysis of the
detailed acceleration process.

It is shown that the sub-Dreicer electric field results from an
interruption of an electric current as in an opening electric switch.
Opening a switch in a circuit carrying a current I and having an induc-
tance L produces a voltage LdI/dt so if the rate of change of current is
large, a large voltage and hence a large electric field E¼ d�1LdI/dt will
develop. The initial situation is sketched in Fig. 1(a). If one of the wires

suddenly develops a large resistance as in Fig. 1(b) and so behaves as
an opening switch, the inductive energy of the circuit will be dumped
into the resistance of this wire. This is seen by multiplying the circuit
equation IRþ LdI/dt¼ 0 by I to obtain I2R ¼ �d=dtðLI2=2Þ and
then integrating in time.

IV. STATISTICAL SELECTIVE ACCELERATION PROCESS

We now present the statistically selective process. This process
accelerates a small fraction of the electrons in a cold, collisional
plasma to an energy orders of magnitude greater than thermal
despite: (i) k� L, where the nominal thermal collision mean free
path, k � lm, is microscopic compared with the system size L � cm,
and (ii) the electric field is much smaller than the Dreicer electric
field, i.e., E� ED:

According to Fokker-Planck theory, the slowing down time ss of
a beam of test particles T starting with an initial velocity u greater than
both electron and ion thermal velocities is29–31

ss �
4p�20

neq2e lnK
m2

T

q2T

u3

Z þ 1þmT=me
: (2)

The test particles here are electrons so mT ¼ me and qT¼ qe. We use
the Caltech jet experiment parameters, namely an argon plasma with
Z¼ 2 in the reconnection region, a density ne¼ 3� 1022 m�3 and a
temperature T¼ 2 eV. These give lnK ’ 4:8, where K ¼ 6pnk3D and
kD ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�0jT=nq2e

p
is the Debye length.

Because ss � u3, the mean free path k¼ uss continuously
increases as it accelerates and we note that electrons with higher initial
velocities have longer mean free paths. We first consider an electron
having some initial velocity v0 exceeding the thermal velocity vT
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2jT=me

p
: The acceleration process will be calculated in two steps:

(i) the acceleration of the electron having velocity v0 will be deter-
mined and then (ii) the probability of having different initial velocities
v0 will be taken into account. The critical assumption is related to the
collisional mean free path. Since k¼ uss, Eq. (2) shows that the initial
mean free path of the electron is

FIG. 1. Schematic of an inductive circuit. A current will flow indefinitely in (a) if there
is no resistance in the wires. If the wire connecting L1 and L2 is replaced by a large
resistance R corresponding to an opening switch, this will result in a large voltage
across R and the entire inductive energy 1

2 ðL1 þ L2ÞI2 energy of the circuit will be
dumped into R.
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k0 ¼
16p�20

ðZ þ 2Þneq4e lnK
W2

0 ; (3)

where

W0 ¼
1
2
mev

2
0 (4)

is the initial electron kinetic energy. The instantaneous mean free path
for the electron can therefore be written as

kðzÞ ¼ k0
vðzÞ
v0

� �4

: (5)

The kinetic energy of the electron after traveling a distance z is
given by

1
2
mevðzÞ2 ¼W0 þ qeEz �

ðz
0
me �ee þ �eið Þvðz0Þdz0; (6)

where the integral on the right represents energy lost by the accelerat-
ing electron due to collisional drag via Rutherford scattering.

It will be assumed that qeEz�
Ð z
0 með�ee þ �eiÞvðz0Þdz0 so the

energy loss due to the drag term in Eq. (6) can be neglected. Of course,
drag cannot be neglected for all electrons in the plasma, but neglecting
drag is reasonable for the small subset of electrons that is accelerated
to high energy (detailed support for this assumption is provided at the
end of this section). The conservation of energy equation becomes
1
2mevðzÞ2 ¼W0 þ qeEz and so an accelerating electron has a velocity

vðzÞ ¼ v0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ az

k0

r
; (7)

where

a ¼ qeEk0
W0

: (8)

We use the thermal velocity vT as a reference velocity and define
a reference mean free path k0,T as the initial mean free path of elec-
trons having vT as their initial velocity. Equation (3) gives
k0;T � 1lm using T¼ 2 eV. Equation (3) further shows that electrons
with v0 > vT will have a longer initial mean free path.

The probability for any single electron to collide after travel-
ing some distance z is P ¼ 1� expð�z=kÞ, where k is the instanta-
neous mean free path. On traveling the first mean free path, so
z ¼ kðv0Þ, the electron has a P¼ 0.63 chance of colliding.
However, it is critical to note that this also means that after travel-
ling one mean free path, the electron has an e�1¼ 0.37 chance of
not colliding. Consider now the 0.37 fraction of the electrons
with initial velocity v0 that did not collide. These electrons
will have gained an energy qeEk0 on being accelerated collision-
lessly in the electric field and so will now have a new velocity
v1 ¼ v0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ qeEk0=W0

p
. To calculate what happens next, this new

velocity must be used for v(z) on the right hand side Eq. (5) to give
a new, larger k(z). Now consider what happens to this group of
electrons when they travel this second, longer mean free path. A
fraction 0.63 will collide, but a fraction 0.37 will not collide and
will gain energy qeEk1. This process will repeat so that each time
the electrons travel a successive mean free path kn, they gain addi-
tional energy qeEkn if they do not collide.

Since d is the path length over which the electric field exists, the
voltage drop along this path is V¼Ed. We now consider the special
subset of electrons having initial velocity v0 that manage to travel the
entire distance d without colliding. The final kinetic energy of these
electrons that do not collide is

Wf ¼
1
2
mev

2
f ¼W0 þ qeEd ’ qeEd; (9)

if Wf �W0. From Eq. (8) it is seen that d ¼Wf k0=ðaW0Þ
¼ v2f k0=ðav20Þ: The number of mean free paths traveled by these elec-
trons with initial velocity v0 that never collide is

Nðv0Þ ¼
ðd
0

dz
kðzÞ

¼ 1
k0

ðv2f k0= av20ð Þ

0

dz

1þ az
k0

� �2

¼ 1
a

1� 1
Wf

W0
þ 1

0
@

1
A

’ 1
a

¼ W0

qeEk0
: (10)

This collisionless cohort will constitute a fraction expð�Nðv0ÞÞ
of the electrons that had initial velocity v0 since upon traversing each
successive collisional mean free path only a fraction e�1 of the elec-
trons did not collide. Since the fraction of electrons having initial
velocity v0 is given by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution

f ðv0Þ ¼
1

p1=2vT
e�v20=v

2
T ; (11)

the fraction of all electrons with initial velocity v0 � vT that are accel-
erated to final energyWf is

F ¼
ð1

vT

f ðv0Þe�Nðv0Þdv0: (12)

Figure 2 sketches the statistical acceleration model. Only the posi-
tive half of the distribution with velocity v0 > 0 is shown because the
acceleration is in the positive direction and later in this section the
contribution from electrons initially moving in the opposite direction
will be shown to be negligible. The blue arrows represent the succes-
sive mean free paths associated with electrons having different v0 with
each initial velocity v0 marked by a black circle. The length of the ini-
tial mean free path k0 increases as v0 increases and each subsequent
mean free path ki is larger than the previous mean free path ki�1. The
relative number of electrons having a specific v0 is indicated by the
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution (black curve) and this shows that the
number of electrons having initial velocity v0 scales as exp ð�v20=v

2
TÞ:

We now define the reference number

NT ¼
jT
Wf

d
k0;T
¼ jT

qeEk0;T
¼ v2T

v2f

d
k0;T

; (13)

which is the number of mean free paths traversed by an initially ther-
mal electron that accelerates without collisions to attain the energyWf.
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Using Eq. (5) the mean free path k0 for an electron with initial velocity
v0 can be expressed as

k0
k0;T
¼ v0

vT

� �4

: (14)

Using Eqs. (10) and (14), the number of mean free paths of an electron
with initial velocity v0 can then be expressed as

Nðv0Þ ¼
v20
v2f

d
k0
¼ NT

v20
v2T

k0;T
k0
¼ NT

vT
v0

� �2

: (15)

Substituting for N(v0) in Eq. (12) using Eq. (15) gives

F ¼ 1

p1=2

ð1
1
e�gðnÞdn; (16)

where n ¼ v0=vT and

gðnÞ ¼ n2 þ NT

n2
: (17)

Because NT � 1 for a sub-Dreicer electric field as will be shown,
the integral in Eq. (16) can be evaluated with a high accuracy using the
method of the steepest descent.32 This method exploits the property
that the integrand in Eq. (16) has a sharp maximum when g(n) is near

its minimum gmin which occurs at nm ¼ 6N1=4
T : Figure 3 plots e�gðnÞ

for NT¼ 33, where NT was defined in Eq. (13) and shows that e�gðnÞ

is at a maximum when n ¼ N1=4
T giving the minimum value of g

to be gmin ¼ 2N1=2
T : Since v0> vT is assumed, the minimum at

nm ¼ þN1=4
T is the relevant choice and at this location g 00 ¼ 8: Taylor

expansion of g(n) in the vicinity of its minimum gives gðnÞ ¼ 2N1=2
T

þ 4ðn� nmÞ2 so Eq. (16) becomes

F ’ e�2N
1=2
T

p1=2

ð1
1
e�4ðn�nmÞ2dn: (18)

On defining g ¼ 2ðn� nmÞ, Eq. (18) can be written as

F ¼ e�2N
1=2
T

2p1=2

ð1
2�2N1=4

T

e�g2dg

’ e�2N
1=2
T

2p1=2

ð1
�1

e�g2dg

¼ e�2N
1=2
T

2
; (19)

where the lower limit of the integral has been extended to –1 because
2� 2N1=4

T is a large negative number. By extending the lower limit of
the integrand from 2� 2N1=4

T to –1, a tiny error associated with inte-
grating over the electrons moving in the opposite direction is intro-
duced. This error is referred to as G(NT) because it is a function of NT

only and is given by

G ¼ e�2N
1=4
T

2p1=2

ð2�2N1=2
T

�1
e�g2dg

¼ e�2N
1=2
T

2p1=2

ð1
2N1=4

T �2
e�g2dg

¼ e�2N
1=2
T

4
erfc 2N1=4

T � 2
� �

; (20)

where erfc is the complimentary error function.

FIG. 2. Sketch of the statistical acceleration model. The black curve represents the
Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution of the electrons. Five positions on the curve
(circles) are chosen with distinct initial velocities v0. The blue arrows pointing to the
right from each circle represent the mean free paths for an electron that does not
collide starting at initial velocity v0. The first blue arrow represents k0, the initial
mean free path. The increasing length of the first blue arrow for each v0 represents
k0 increasing with initial speed v0. Each subsequent arrow representing the next ki
is longer than the previous arrow which represents the electron gaining energy
upon each successful traverse of a mean free path. The number of non-colliding
electrons decreases by a factor e�1 for each successive mean free path.

FIG. 3. Plot of exp ð�gðnÞÞ versus n for NT¼ 33. The dashed vertical lines show
the location of n¼ 1.98 and n¼ 2.81, where exp ð�gðnÞÞ is at half its maximum.
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Figure 4 shows that G is negligible compared to F for large NT.
As an example, for NT¼ 33, G � 10�10 whereas F � 10�6. Thus, the
fictitious addition of a tiny number of electrons moving in the negative
direction for the mathematical purpose of having a Gaussian integral
makes a negligible error to the evaluation of F.

The situation where NT is near unity corresponds to all the elec-
trons being accelerated, i.e., to the Dreicer runaway situation, whereas
NT � 1 corresponds to the statistical acceleration situation where
only a fraction of the electrons are accelerated to high energy. The situ-
ation when NT is near unity is seen by solving for E in Eq. (13) and
then substituting for k0;T using Eq. (3)

E ¼ jT
qeNTk0;T

¼ 1
NT

Z þ 2
0:86Z

0:43
neZe3 lnK
8p�20jTe

 !

¼ Z þ 2
0:86Z

1
NT

ED: (21)

Equation (21) shows that when NT is near unity, E is close in magni-
tude to ED. In this case, acceleration is no longer statistical in nature as
all electrons are accelerated to high energy.

In order for an electron that has managed to accelerate collision-
lessly through NT � 1 successive and increasing mean paths to radi-
ate an X-ray, it must undergo a rapid deceleration. This would happen
if the electron were to make a large-angle collision. It is now recalled
that the cumulative effect of small angle collisions dominates large
angle collisions by a factor of 8lnK. Thus, the fraction of electrons that
are first accelerated collisionlessly to have the full voltage drop and
then have a large angle collision so as to radiate an X-ray photon is

FXray ¼
e�2N

1=2
T

16 lnK
: (22)

We believe the particle acceleration model presented here is con-
ceptually, but not rigorously, correct for the following reasons. First,
when a fast electron moves through the plasma, the fast electron gen-
erates a Langmuir wave wake as a result of the background plasma
electrons rearranging their positions from the Coulomb interaction
with the fast electron. This wake causes a drag on the fast electron
since the wake energy comes at the expense of the kinetic energy of
the fast electron. This wake drag is assumed here, as in Fokker-Planck
collision theory, to be negligible. Second, the use of a collision fre-
quency oversimplifies the real situation where a group of initially fast
electrons has both drag and velocity diffusion. After one slowing-
down time, velocity diffusion causes some electrons to move faster
and some electrons to move slower than the average velocity of all the
electrons in the group under consideration. We are effectively consid-
ering the subset of initially fast electrons for which velocity diffusion
results in a slowing down much less than the average. This subset is
represented in a simplified way as being a small cohort that does not
slow down at all and so does not collide. This simplification comes
from using a collision frequency rather than the combination of slow-
ing down and velocity diffusion characterized by a Fokker-Planck
model. Third, the Fokker-Planck slowing-down time in Eq. (2)
depends indirectly on a Vlasov fluid treatment since Fokker-Planck
collision theory incorporates Debye shielding and Debye shielding is
derived by placing a test particle in a Vlasov plasma. The collision fre-
quency extracted from Fokker-Planck theory is used in the statistical
acceleration model here as a Klimontovich-like single particle picture
to describe how an individual electron in a plasma accelerates in an
applied electric field. Thus, the statistical acceleration model mixes
ideas from both fluid-based Vlasov theory and single-particle-based
Klimontovich theory to arrive at the conclusion that there exists a sub-
set of fast electrons which experiences much less drag than average
and this is simplified to being no drag at all. This is in qualitative
agreement with reality where velocity diffusion causes a spread in drag
so some electrons experience much less drag than average. The statisti-
cal acceleration model differs from the Dreicer runaway criterion
which considers only the average drag and so ignores the existence of
the small subset of electrons that experience much less than average
drag. The Appendix provides a detailed discussion on the limitations
of Debye shielding when considering collisional drag of a fast particle
and provides additional support for the existence of a subset of fast
electrons that effectively do not collide.

V. SUMMARY OF THE CALTECH JET EXPERIMENT
OBSERVATIONS

A set of images showing certain key points in the jet’s life cycle is
shown in Fig. 5. A frame rate of 106 frames per second was used to
capture these images. When the jet reaches a critical length at which
the Kruskal-Shafranov ideal MHD kink threshold is crossed, a fast
growing kink instability develops and causes the jet to become heli-
cal.26,33 The radially outward acceleration associated with the expo-
nential growth of the helical instability triggers a Rayleigh-Taylor (RT)
secondary instability25 which chokes down the jet diameter at a
sequence of short wavelength interchange ripples. Up until the RT
instability breaks the jet apart, ideal MHD can describe the jet and so
there is no electric field along the jet axis. When the RT instability
breaks the jet apart, the ideal MHD description fails. In this case, an
electric field parallel to the jet axis arises as a result of the interruption

FIG. 4. Plot of F and G from Eqs. (19) and (20), respectively, shows that G is negli-
gible compared to F for large NT. Error GðNT Þ shown in red associated with
expanding the lower limit of the integrand in Eq. (19) to –1. Actual values for
FðNT Þ shown in black.
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of the inductive electric circuit. The kink is the large arch in Fig. 6(a)
and the RT instability consists of the small ripples on the inboard side
of the arch. The electron and ion temperatures increase to 6 eV and
16 eV, respectively, at the time and approximate location of the RT
instability.27 High-speed imaging shows that argon jets break up when
the RT occurs as seen in the image in Fig. 6(b) whereas hydrogen jets do
not.25 This differing behavior is interpreted as RT ripples choking down
the current cross-section to be smaller than the ion skin depth c/xpi in
the argon jet as indicated in Fig. 6(b), but not in the hydrogen jet which
has a much smaller ion skin depth.25 The reason why the ion skin depth
is a critical dimension can be seen25 by comparing the electron drift
velocity along the jet axis vd ¼ Jz=ne to the Alfv�en velocity
vA ¼ Bz=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l0nmi
p

. The ratio of these velocities can be expressed as

vd
vA
¼ Jz

ne

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l0nmi
p

Bz
¼ c

xpi

1
rBz

@

@r
rB/ð Þ; (23)

so if B/ is of order Bz and the radial scale length is of order c/xpi the
electron drift velocity becomes of order the Alfv�en velocity and so the
current will become kinetically unstable. Thus, the plasma in a helical
flux rope would cease to behave as perfect conductor when the flux
rope cross-section is choked down to be of the order of the ion skin
depth.

The observation of a hard X-ray burst by four different detectors
during this fast magnetic reconnection event20 serves as evidence of
this statistical acceleration model. Additional evidence for the model
can be found in the Chai et al.27 observation of an Extreme Ultra-
Violet (EUV) burst occurring at the same time and location as the RT
instability. Electrons in the accelerating cohort that successfully travel
a smaller number of mean free paths before colliding will attain lower
energies, e.g., 10s of eV. Upon colliding with argon ions, these elec-
trons will excite EUV atomic lines.

As reported in Ref. 20, the photons in the X-ray burst have a
broad spectrum centered at about 6 keV, the burst lasts �1ls, and the
length of the presumed emitting region is determined from photos of
the Rayleigh-Taylor unstable region to be 10 cm. The voltage 6 kV is
consistent with interruption of the 60 kA jet current in �1ls using a
�60 nH circuit inductance. By taking into account the solid angle sub-
tended by the detector, the energy in the X-ray burst is �10�8 J which
is extremely small compared to the 100 J stored in the 60 nH circuit
conducting the 60 kA current.

VI. APPLICATION OF THE STATISTICAL ACCELERATION
MODEL TO THE CALTECH JET EXPERIMENT

The inductive electric field results from a voltage drop of 6 kV
in d¼ 0.1 m and so is E¼ 6� 104 V/m. Using T¼ 2 eV and k0;T
¼ 10�6 m gives

NT ¼
jT

qeEk0;T
¼ TeV

Ek0;T
¼ 2

6� 104 � 10�6
¼ 33: (24)

Using NT¼ 33 in Eq. (19) gives a fraction F¼ 4.8� 10�6 of the origi-
nal thermal electrons that are successfully accelerated up to 6 keV by
accelerating collisionlessly in 10 cm. Evaluation of Eq. (22) using lnK
� 4.8 shows that the fraction of electrons that generate X-rays by first
accelerating collisionlessly in 10 cm and then decelerating in a large
angle collision is FXray¼ 1.3� 10�7. This is consistent with the
extremely small X-ray transient burst of�10�8 J compared to a stored
magnetic energy LI2=2 ¼ 102 J. It is also possible that 6 keV X-rays
have been produced by electrons that have gained more than 6 keV
but then slowed down by making less than head-on collisions so not
all the energy is lost in a single collision.

FIG. 5. False color images filmed at 106 frames per second from argon jet shot 18758. The jet is propagating from right to left. (a) is at 25ls into the shot and each subse-
quent image is 1ls later. (a) and (b) show the jet kinking and so undergoing lateral acceleration to form an increasing arch. (c) and (d) show fast-growing Rayleigh-Taylor rip-
ples superposed on the concave side of the kinking arch. From (c) to (e), the ripples get larger and in the microsecond between (e) and (f), the ripples get so large that the
plasma breaks apart. [Reproduced with permission from Marshall et al., Phys. Plasmas 25, 112101 (2018). Copyright 2018 AIP Publishing.]
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VII. STATISTICAL ACCELERATION DERIVATION VIA A
LAGRANGIAN SOLUTION OF THE COLLISIONAL
VLASOV EQUATIONS

The possibility that a sub-Dreicer electric field E will accelerate
electrons having a sufficiently high initial velocity to runaway has been
previously discussed by many authors including Refs. 21–24. For
example, on pages 38–39 of the textbook by Helander and Sigmar,24 it
is stated “However weak this [electric] field may be, it is still larger
than the friction force on sufficiently fast electrons. The latter will
therefore be accelerated by the electric field to arbitrarily high energy
and form a population of so-called runaway electrons.” As a second
example, the concept that a weak electric field will accelerate suffi-
ciently fast electrons to runaway is the basis of the analysis by Scudder
and Karimabadi.23 As a third example, Livi and Marsch34 report a
numerical calculation of the formation of a tail of high energy par-
ticles. These previous approaches did not consider time dependence of
the electron distribution and only considered a time-independent

competition between the accelerating force from an electric field and
the drag force from collisions. We do not disagree with the conclusions
of these previous discussions but show here that the statistical accelera-
tion mechanism is far more important than the process quoted above
from the book by Helander and Sigmar.24

The key difference between the statistical acceleration theory
based on Eq. (2) compared with the discussion in Livi and Marsch34

and Scudder and Karimabadi23 is that the latter do not consider the
full time-dependent Vlasov equation in their analysis, whereas the sta-
tistical acceleration model effectively does.

Mathematically, the key difference is seen by considering the 1D
collisional Vlasov equation with attention restricted to electrons hav-
ing superthermal velocities

@f
@t
þ v

@f
@z
þ qE

m
@f
@v
¼ ��ðvÞf ; (25)

and noting that the collision frequency scales as �ðvÞ � 1=v3: Scudder
and Karimabadi23 effectively assumed that the first two terms on the
left hand side of Eq. (25) are zero while Livi and Marsch34 effectively
assumed that the first term is zero and used a different form for the
right hand side. We will retain all terms on the left hand side and con-
sider a situation as in the Caltech experiment where a sub-Dreicer
electric field E turned on at t¼ 0 exists in a region lying between z¼ 0
and z¼ d. The electron velocity distribution function is assumed to be
spatially uniform and Maxwellian at time t¼ 0.

We now imagine an observer moving along with the electrons
and starting with initial velocity v0 at initial position z¼ 0 for time
t¼ 0, where the observer has a trajectory given by

vðtÞ ¼ v0 þ
qE
m

t;

zðtÞ ¼ v0t þ
qE
2m

t2:
(26)

Thus, the observer trajectory can be written as

dv
dt
¼ qE

m
;

dz
dt
¼ v;

(27)

and we consider the motion of the observer from z¼ 0 to z¼ d.
Because the observer is accelerating, the collision frequency �(v) of the
electrons adjacent to the observer and moving at the same velocity as
the observer will be changing. The observer motion is identical to that
of an electron with initial velocity v0 that does not collide on accelerat-
ing from z¼ 0 to z¼ d.

Let HðtÞ ¼ f ðzðtÞ; vðtÞ; tÞ be the electron velocity distribution
function measured by the observer. The time derivative of this
Lagrangian-frame velocity distribution is

dH
dt
¼ d

dt
f ðzðtÞ; vðtÞ; tÞ

¼ @f
@t
þ @f
@z

dz
dt
þ @f
@v

dv
dt

¼ @f
@t
þ v

@f
@z
þ qE

m
@f
@v
: (28)

Thus, Eq. (25) can be written as

FIG. 6. Images of the argon plasma just before and after the RT instability inserted
in a sketch of the electronic circuit. (a) shows the plasma at t¼ 29 ls into shot
18 758 as a closed circuit when the RT instability has just started. The plasma is
undergoing lateral acceleration caused by the kink instability. The RT ripples are
indicated by the white arrows. (b) shows the plasma and circuit 1ls later at
t¼ 30 ls, just after the RT instability has broken the jet to form an open circuit. A
voltage LdI/dt appears across the gap. [Reproduced with permission from Marshall
et al., Phys. Plasmas 25, 112101 (2018). Copyright 2018 AIP Publishing.]
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dH
dt
¼ ��ðvÞH; (29)

so

d
dt

lnH ¼ ��ðvÞ: (30)

Integrating Eq. (30) in time gives

ðT
0
dt

d
dt

lnH ¼ �
ðT
0
�ðvÞdt; (31)

so

lnHðTÞ � lnHð0Þ ¼ �
ðT
0
�ðvÞdt; (32)

where T is the time at which the observer reaches z¼ d. The integral
on the right hand side can be decomposed into time segments defined
by the collision time of an electron having velocity v(t). Thus, we may
write this integral asðT

0
�ðvÞdt ¼

ðt1
0
�ðvÞdt þ

ðt2
t1

�ðvÞdt

þ
ðt3
t2

�ðvÞdt þ 	 	 	 þ
ðT
tN�1

�ðvÞdt ; (33)

where t1 is the collision time for the first collision, t2 � t1 is the some-
what longer collision time for the next collision, and T � tN�1 is the
collision time for the last collision.

However, by definition of instantaneous collision time and colli-
sion frequency, it is seen thatðtiþ1

ti

�ðvðtÞÞdt ¼ 1;

so ðt1
0
�ðvÞdt þ

ðt2
t1

�ðvÞdt þ
ðt3
t2

�ðvÞdt…þ
ðT
tN�1

�ðvÞdt ¼ N; (34)

whereas before N is the total number of mean free paths traversed by
an electron with initial velocity v0 traveling the distance d and not col-
liding. Equivalently, N is the number of collision times experienced by
an electron that has been lucky enough not to collide; a collision time
is thus the time during which this electron had a 0.63 chance of collid-
ing, but in fact did not. Thus, Eq. (32) becomes

lnHðtÞ � lnHð0Þ ¼ �N; (35)

so

HðtÞ=Hð0Þ ¼ e�Nðv0Þ; (36)

which validates the statement after Eq. (10). The dependence of N on
v0 has been explicitly written in Eq. (36) to note that electrons starting
with different initial velocities will have different values of N as indi-
cated in Fig. 2. As discussed in Sec. IV, because N depends on the ini-
tial velocity, the next step is to integrate over all superthermal
velocities as in Eq. (12) which leads to Eq. (19).

To put this result in context with previous work, we note that
Scudder and Karimabadi23 do not invoke the Vlasov equation and
instead consider behavior in terms of the Knudsen number, the ratio
of mean free path of a thermal velocity electron to the characteristic
length of the system; this approach is analogous to Helander and
Sigmar.24 There is no consideration of the buildup of velocity of the
small number of particles that do not collide as they progress through
N mean free paths. Livi and Marsch34 do invoke the Vlasov equation
but omit the @f/@t term in Eq. (25) and solve the equation numerically.
The spatial boundary condition is that the system is Maxwellian at a
starting position and then a high energy tail develops which is attrib-
uted to the velocity dependence of the collisions. The result in Livi and
Marsch34 is thus similar to that presented here but describes a steady-
state situation. Also, the acceleration is presumed to be the result of
the magnetic mirror force. In the authors’ opinion, the magnetic mir-
ror force should not be capable of accelerating particles to high energy
because the magnetic force conserves particle kinetic energy, since
v�B 	 v¼ 0; the magnetic mirror force merely transfers energy
between motion perpendicular to a magnetic field and motion parallel
to a magnetic field without changing the total energy. Indeed Livi and
Marsch34 stated after their Eq. (10a) that the energy of any individual
particle is conserved so it is hard to see how an energetic tail is devel-
oped as this would involve changing the energy of individual particles.
A second difference is that the relative change in energy is much
greater here (3000-fold increase in particle kinetic energy), whereas
Scudder and Karimabadi23 and Livi and Marsch34 discuss situations
where the change in energy is only a few times. A third difference is
the source of the electric field where here it is a very large, localized
inductive electric field and in Scudder and Karimabadi,23 the accelera-
tion is from an ambipolar electrostatic electric field while in Livi and
Marsch,34 the acceleration is from a magnetic mirror force.

VIII. HOW STATISTICAL ACCELERATION DIFFERS
FROM THE MODIFIED RUNAWAY SITUATION

Both Scudder and Karimabadi23 and Helander and Sigmar24

point out that a sub-Dreicer electric field will accelerate tail electrons
with sufficiently fast initial velocity because collisional drag scales as 1/v3.
We will refer to this process as “modified runaway” to distinguish it
from the statistical acceleration model presented here. The difference
can be seen by carefully parsing Helander and Sigmar’s statement
characterizing the modified runaway process, namely “consider what
happens if a constant electric field is applied to a plasma. However
weak this field may be, it is still larger than the friction force on suffi-
ciently fast electrons. The latter will therefore be accelerated by the
electric field to arbitrarily high energy.” We agree that this process
occurs but argue it is far less important than the statistical acceleration
effect for two reasons. First, there will be an extremely small number
of electrons that are sufficiently fast to have their drag be less than the
accelerating force from the electric field. Second, if the electric field is
arbitrarily small, the electrons will have to travel an enormous length
since the energy gained scales as qEl and this will take an enormous
time. We discuss these two reasons in detail below.

First reason: in the Caltech experiment, d� 10 cm and the induc-
tively developed accelerating electric field is 60 kV/m. Using Eqs. (3)
and (5), a kinetic energy W¼ 630 eV would be required for an elec-
tron in the Caltech plasma to have a 10 cm mean free path. Electrons
with initial energy exceeding 630 eV would accelerate without
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frictional drag in the 10 cm path length and so gain 6 kV. This 630 eV
kinetic energy corresponds to a critical velocity vc¼ 1.5� 107 m/s, i.e.,
18 times faster than the thermal velocity vT¼ 8.4� 105 m/s of the
2 eV plasma. The fraction of electrons with v> vc is

Frunaway ¼
1

p1=2vT

ð1
vc

e�v2=v2T dv

¼ 1
2
erfc

vc
vT

� �
¼ 5:1� 10�141: (37)

The statistical acceleration theory predicts F¼ 4.8� 10� 6, 135
orders of magnitude larger! The important difference is that the statis-
tical acceleration model predicts acceleration for the substantial num-
ber of electrons with energy only two to three times the thermal
energy whereas the modified runaway process relies on the virtually
non-existent population of electrons having energy exceeding 300
times the thermal energy.

Second reason: according to the Helander and Sigmar descrip-
tion24 of the modified runaway process, electrons with a sufficiently
fast initial velocity in an arbitrarily weak constant electric field will be
accelerated to arbitrarily high energy. Consider the subset of electrons
in the Caltech experiment having sufficient initial kinetic energy to be
collisionless, but now assume that the electric field is arbitrarily weak,
say E¼ 6� 10�12 V/m to give a precise example. In order to be accel-
erated to the observedWf¼ 6 keV energy, the electrons would have to
travel l ¼Wf =ðqEÞ ¼ 1015 m, i.e., a distance 16 orders of magnitude
larger than the experiment. The time for acceleration to the final veloc-
ity is t ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2mWf

p
=ðqEÞ ’ 1 year and so is correspondingly large.

We therefore conclude that the arbitrarily weak electric fields postu-
lated in the modified runaway situation are not capable of accelerating
electrons to arbitrarily high energies in situations having physically
sensible time and length scales.

IX. APPLICATION TO THE SOLAR CORONA

The results of the laboratory experiment and the associated statis-
tical acceleration model can be used to propose a mechanism for the
acceleration of particles in the solar corona and the solar chromo-
sphere. The key difference is that a phenomenon that happens on the
order of microseconds and centimeters in the laboratory would hap-
pen over much longer time and length scales in solar situations.35

While MHD aspects of the experiment can be scaled directly to the
solar situation, the non-MHD statistical acceleration model does not
scale directly. This lack of direct scaling motivates consideration of cer-
tain additional phenomena when considering the solar situation.

The experiment will be scaled and compared to three previous,
representative solar studies with consideration of both MHD and non-
MHD behavior. The three solar studies are as follows:

1. Kink instability in the corona: Wyper et al.36 presented a numerical
MHD model of a jet having a kink instability in the solar corona and
provided nominal parameters of B¼ 10�3 T, n¼ 1016 m�3, l¼ 106m,
and T¼ 100 eV, jets lasting 180 s with velocities of 120–450 km/s, and
instabilities with time scales of 12.5–25 s. Wyper et al. made no men-
tion of the existence of Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities or of non-MHD
phenomena.

2. Particle acceleration in the corona: Tsuneta37 has used Yohkoh
X-ray observations to argue that particle acceleration in the corona

along a coronal loop takes place because of a 100 kV drop along field
lines; this would correspond to the 6 kV voltage drop in the lab
experiment. Nominal parameters for the situation described by
Tsuneta are shown in the second column of the data in Table I fol-
lowed by derived parameters.

3. Particle acceleration in the chromosphere: Zaitsev et al.38 hypothesize
that particle acceleration takes place in the solar chromosphere rather
than in the corona. The rationale underlying this hypothesis is that the
flux of energetic particles leaving the sun is very large and so would be
more likely to be sourced by the chromosphere as the chromosphere
density is much higher than that of the corona. Nominal parameters
from Zaitsev et al. are shown in the third data column of Table I.

A. MHD scaling

The MHD aspects of the Caltech experiment can be scaled to the
solar regime by exploiting the lack of an intrinsic scale in the MHD
equations. The dimensionless form of the ideal MHD equations is

�q

�
@ �U
@�t
þ �U	 �r �U

�
¼ �r � �BÞ��B � b �r�P;
�

(38a)

@�B
@�t
¼ �r � �U��BÞ;

�
(38b)

@�q
@�t
þ �r 	 �q �UÞ ¼0;

�
(38c)

@

@�t
þ �U 	 �r

� �
�P�q�cð Þ ¼ 0; (38d)

where a reference magnetic field B0, a reference density q0, and a refer-
ence length l have been prescribed. From these, a reference Alfv�en

TABLE I. Comparison of parameters. Rows above the first break are inputs. Rows
below the first break are calculated outputs. The final row below the second break is
Lundquist number estimates.

Parameter Caltech lab Solar corona Solar chromosphere
(Tsuneta) (Zaitsev)

Te (eV) 2 90 2
ne (m

�3) 3� 1022 1016 1018

Wo (eV) 2 90 2
Wf (keV) 6 100 20
l (m) 0.10 1.6� 107 5� 105

E (V/m) 6� 104 0.006 30
Z 2 1 1
ln(K) 4.8 18 10

ED (V/m) 8.1� 105 0.01 53
k0 (m) 1� 10�6 2� 103 0.02
E/ED 0.07 0.5 0.5
a 0.03 0.13 0.27
NT 33 7.5 3.8
F 4.8� 10�6 0.002 0.010
FWf/W0 0.015 2.3 100
FXray 1.3� 10�7 1.5� 10�5 1.3� 10�4

S 10–100 (Ref. 47) 108–1012 (Ref. 9) 106–108 (Ref. 48)
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velocity vA0 ¼ B0=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l0q0
p

and a reference time s¼ l/vA0 are defined.
The various dimensionless quantities (barred variables) then relate to
the original dimensioned variables by

�q ¼ q
q0
; �B ¼ B

B0
; �U ¼ U

vA0
; �x ¼ x

l
;

�t ¼ t
s
; �r ¼ lr; �P ¼ P

P0
; (39)

where b ¼ l0P0=B
2
0.

Ryutov et al.35 showed that the scaling of two different ideal
MHD plasmas can be expressed in terms of just three ratios if the two
plasmas have the same b. On scaling a lab plasma to a solar plasma,
these three parameters are

c1 ¼
llab
lsolar

; c2 ¼
q0lab

q0solar
; c3 ¼

P0lab
P0solar

: (40)

Assuming that the lab and solar plasmas have the same b shows
the following scaling from lab plasma to solar plasma parameters

Bsolar ¼
1ffiffiffiffi
c3
p Blab; (41a)

vA;solar ¼
ffiffiffiffi
c2
c3

r
vA;lab; (41b)

ssolar ¼
1
c1

ffiffiffiffi
c3
c2

r
slab; (41c)

dv
dt

� �
solar
¼ c1c2

c3

dv
dt

� �
lab
: (41d)

Using reference values nlab ’ 3� 1022 m�3; Blab ¼ 1 T, and
Tlab¼ 2 eV shows that the lab experiment has b ¼ l0njT=B

2

¼ 10�2, so let us assume that the solar plasma also has this value. The
argon lab plasma has a reference mass density q0;lab ¼ nmi ¼ 2
�10�3 kg m�3 and a reference Alfv�en velocity vA;lab ¼ Blab=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l0qlab
p

¼ 2� 104 m s�1: We choose llab¼ 0.3 m to be the reference length
(nominal jet length) so the reference time is slab ¼ l=vA;lab ¼ 15ls.
Figure 3 from Gary,39 a plot of b versus height for a range of solar con-
ditions, shows that the assumption that the lab and solar plasmas have
the same b is reasonable. In particular, Fig. 3 from Ref. 39 shows that
the nominal b �10�2 of the lab experiment can occur in both the
chromosphere and corona regions.

These scalings can be extended to electrical quantities. Since
Ampere’s law gives 2prB ¼ l0I, it is seen that current scales as lB
and so

Isolar ¼
1

c1
ffiffiffiffi
c3
p Ilab: (42)

Similar arguments can be made to obtain the scaling for inductance,
magnetic flux, electric field, voltage, current density, and magnetic
energy which, respectively, scale as

Lsolar ¼
1
c1
Llab; (43a)

Usolar ¼
1

c21
ffiffiffiffi
c3
p Ulab; (43b)

Esolar ¼
ffiffiffiffi
c2
p

c3
Elab; (43c)

Vsolar ¼
ffiffiffiffi
c2
p

c1c3
Vlab; (43d)

Jsolar ¼
c1ffiffiffiffi
c3
p Jlab; (43e)

Wsolar ¼
1

c3c31
Wlab: (43f)

Scalings from the Caltech experiment to the solar corona and to
the solar chromosphere of quantities described by ideal MHD are
given in Table II. Table II shows that the Caltech lab MHD parameters
scale to quite credible solar parameters and so the lab experiment can
be considered a good analog computer for solar MHD physics. In par-
ticular, the lab experiment should constitute a reasonable scale model
of both the kink and the RT instability since both of these are MHD
instabilities described by Eq. (38). For the scaling from the lab experi-
ment to solar corona parameters c1¼ 1.875� 10�8, c2¼ 1.2� 108,
and c3¼ 66666.7 while for scaling to solar chromosphere parameters
c1¼ 6� 10�7, c2¼ 1.2� 106, and c3¼ 3� 104.

The model used by Wyper et al.36 has no mass flux into the sys-
tem and no electric current flowing into and out of the system.
Kinking is observed and any magnetic reconnection results from

TABLE II. MHD scale up from the lab experiment. Bold numbers are inputs; all
others are calculated from input numbers and from scaling relations. a is the minor
radius of the current channel. These parameters do not depend on particle discrete-
ness. ED is the only exception to the previous statement. ED is calculated using the
referenced ne and T, not an MHD scaling.

Units Caltech lab Solar corona Solar chromosphere
(Tsuneta) (Zaitsev)

a.m.u. 40 1 1
Z 2 1 1
ne m�3 3.03 1022 1.03 1016 1.03 1018

T eV 2 90 2
B T 1.0 0.0039 0.0058
b 0.012 0.012 0.012
l m 0.30 1.63 107 5.03 105

a m 0.020 1.1� 106 3.3� 104

vA m/s 2.0� 104 8.5� 105 1.3� 105

s s 1.5� 10�5 19 4.0
I A 6.03 104 1.2� 1010 5.8� 108

L H 5.03 1028 2.7 0.083
U Wb 0.0030 3.3� 1010 4.8� 107

W J 90. 2.0� 1020 1.4� 1016

skink s 4.03 1026 5.0 1.1
sRT s 5.03 1027 0.63 0.13
lkink m 0.30 1.6� 107 5.0� 105

V RT V 6.0� 103 5.3� 1010 3.7� 108

lRT m 0.10 5.3� 106 1.7� 105

ERT V/m 6.0� 104 9.9� 103 2.2� 103

ED V/m 8.1� 105 0.011 28
ERT/ED 0.074 8.8� 105 78
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numerical diffusion, an artifact of the numerical method, and not
from two-fluid effects associated with ion skin depth scale lengths.
Wyper et al.36 had nominal parameters of B¼ 10�3 T, n¼ 1016 m�3,
l¼ 106 m, T¼ 100 eV, jets lasting 180 s with velocities of 120–450 km/
s, and instabilities with time scales of 12.5–25 s. These parameters are
quite close to the scale-up of the lab experiment to solar corona
parameters as described in Table II. The lab experiment toroidal mag-
netic field is B/ ¼ l0I=2pa ¼ 0:6 T so the nominal jet velocity is
vjet ¼ vAB/=B ¼ 0:6vA and so the scaled up solar jet velocity will be
vjet ¼ 0:6vA ¼ 400 km/s which is consistent with Ref. 36. The scale-
up of the kink characteristic time to 5 s is in reasonable agreement
with the 12.5–25 s time scale in Ref. 36. The lab experiment thus scales
extremely well to the solar situation from the point of view of ideal
MHD.

It should be noted that Ref. 36 did not observe RT instabilities
despite RT being an MHD phenomenon depending on plasma accel-
eration which exists in Ref. 36 as a result of the kinking. Possible rea-
sons for the non-observation of RT in Ref. 36 are that the initial
density was prescribed to be uniform so that the kink-driven accelera-
tion did not produce a “heavy” fluid on “top” of a light fluid, that the
scale length of the RT ripples was too small to be resolved by the grid
size used, or some combination of these.

B. Non-MHD scaling

Using the parameters provided by Tsuneta37 and by Zaitsev
et al.38 for the coronal and chromospheric calculations, the various
derived quantities are calculated as was done for the Caltech experi-
ment and are listed in Table I. The statistical acceleration model shows
that when E� ED, it is still possible to accelerate a fraction of the
original particles to energies orders of magnitude higher than thermal
with this fraction given by Eqs. (13) and (22). In the Tsuneta37 case,
NT¼ 7.5 and in the Zaitsev et al.38 case, NT¼ 3.8 so, the fraction of
particles that do not collide and consequently are accelerated is much
higher than in the lab situation. The energy content of the small num-
ber of energetic particles is similar to or greater than the energy con-
tent of the much larger number of particles in the thermal distribution
because the final energy per particle is several orders of magnitude
higher than the thermal energy. The ratio of energy in the accelerated
particles to that of the initial thermal distribution is FWf/W0 which is
given in Table I. This ratio can exceed unity. Thus application of the
statistical acceleration model to solar situations shows that a sub-
Dreicer electric field can accelerate significant numbers of solar elec-
trons to energies orders of magnitude greater than thermal and that it
is not required to invoke a super-Dreicer field to explain the existence
of such energetic particles.

Understanding the scaling of the non-MHD microphysics
parameters together with the MHD parameters provides a more
complete picture of how this type of particle acceleration might
take place on the sun. The electron drift current vd is a microscopic
velocity and depends on discrete properties of the charge that do
not appear in the MHD equations. Nevertheless, if the atomic
mass number is taken into account, it is seen that the electron drift
velocity scales as J=n ¼ miJ=q so

vd;solar
vA;solar

¼ mi;solar

mi;lab
c1

ffiffiffiffi
c2
p vd;lab

vA;lab
: (44)

Because collisions also depend on particle discreteness, if the
order unity dependence on charge Z is ignored, the collision mean free
path scales as

kmfp;solar ¼
mi;solar

mi;lab

Tsolar

Tlab

� �2

c2kmfp;lab; (45)

where it is also assumed that particle speed is the same multiple of
their respective environment thermal speeds.

Scalings of quantities that depend on particle discreteness are
given in Table III. Unlike the MHD situation, a simple direct scaling
of non-MHD microphysics linking the laboratory experiment to the
solar corona or chromosphere does not exist. The most obvious differ-
ence between the solar and lab plasmas is that the solar plasmas have a
very small electron drift velocity vd so the RT instability would have to
squeeze the current channel almost completely shut before the drift
velocity could be increased to be of the order of a thermal or Alfv�en
velocity. Another important issue is that the calculated values of NT

for the solar corona and chromosphere depend on whether the actual
or scaled electric field is used to calculateNT in Eq. (13). In Table I, the
electric field is assumed to be the observed X-ray energy divided by the
assumed acceleration length whereas in Table II the electric field is
scaled up from the lab experiment using the ideal MHD electric field
scaling given in Eq. (43c). The discrepancy indicates that the rate of
current interruption observed in the experiment cannot be scaled up
to the solar situation since such a scaling gives too large an electric
field; in effect the model works too well. This issue is partially resolved
by realizing that the rate of current interruption depends on micro-
physics outside the scope of ideal MHD and so does not follow the
same scaling. In particular, the Dreicer electric field scales as

ED;solar
ED;lab

¼ TlabnsolarZsolar ln Ksolarð Þ
TsolarnlabZlab ln Klabð Þ

¼ c3
c22

1
Zlab

ln Ksolarð Þ
ln Klabð Þ

mi;lab

mi;solar

� �2

; (46)

which differs from the ideal MHD electric field scaling in Eq. (43c).
The Rayleigh-Taylor instigated voltage VRT is calculated assum-

ing that the RT instability open-circuits the complete electrical current
in the Rayleigh-Taylor e-folding time and this produces large electric

TABLE III. Microscopically dependent parameters not in MHD. These parameters do
depend on particle discreteness.

Units Caltech lab Solar corona Solar chromosphere
(Tsuneta) (Zaitsev)

kD m 6.1� 10�8 0.00071 1.1� 10�5

lnK 4.8 18 10
kmfp m 1.1� 10�6 2.3� 103 0.021
g Xm 0.00050 2.1� 10�5 0.00051
c/xpi m 0.0013 2.3 0.23
vd m/s 9.9� 103 2.2 1.0
vd/vA 0.50 2.6� 10�6 8.2� 10�6

dskin m 0.040 9.1 21
S 15 8.2� 1011 1.5� 108
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fields at the location of the RT opening switch. Since in the solar case
this would provide electric fields substantially exceeding runaway con-
ditions, it is plausible that the RT instability does not cut off the entire
current. In this case, a much smaller voltage would be produced. Since
the scaled potential of 1011 V is 2–6 orders of magnitude larger than
the observed particle energies, if one assumed that the RT instability
only reduced a 10�6 to 10�2 fraction of the 8� 1010 A current, then
correspondingly smaller voltages and electric fields would be pro-
duced, the electric field would be less than the Dreicer field, and the
voltage drop appearing across the RT region would be 105–109 V
which is sufficient to provide suitably energetic particles.

Thus, two possible resolutions are: (i) not all the current is dis-
rupted in the solar case so less than the maximum possible electric
field is produced and (ii) the disruption of the current occurs much
more slowly in the solar cases than the ideal MHD scaling predicts. A
third possible resolution, discussed below, is that topological details
allow for a different scaling.

C. Solar braiding as the means to scale the jet
experiment results to the solar context

A likely way to resolve the issues discussed in Sec. IXB is to con-
sider that the 6 megameter radius solar flux rope consists of a large
number of braided microscopic filaments.40 The tendency towards fil-
amentation of a two dimensional current sheet is the two dimensional
analog of a monolithic cylinder decomposing into a collection of
braided strands and is obvious in Fig. 1 of Daughton et al.41 Solar
observations support this conjecture because whenever observational
resolution is increased, structures that formerly appeared to be mono-
lithic appear to have a substructure consisting of finer-scale filaments
wrapped around each other as shown for example in Fig. 1.18 of
Ref. 9. Decomposition of a flux rope into filamentary, island-like sub-
structures would be analogous to a commercially available type of
braided electric cable. This braided cable is called a Litz wire42 and con-
sists of a large number of tiny, insulated wire strands of radius smaller
than a skin depth. The strands are braided in such a way that no strand
is on average more inside or more outside the cable cross-section than
any other strand. Because the radius of each strand is smaller than the
skin depth, the current is uniform within each strand and because there
is no difference between any of the strands, each strand carries an equal
proportion of the total current. The consequence is that the current is
uniformly distributed across the cross-section of the cable. This is in
contrast to a solid, monolithic cable which would have all the current
confined within a skin depth of the surface.

The proposal that a plasma flux rope decomposes into braided
filaments as in the Litz wire was first made by Stix43 on considering
anomalous flux penetration in a tokamak as a result of the breakup of
nested flux surfaces into Litz-like helical islands. As support for this
conjecture of braiding, it should be noted that a braided system has
more inductance than a single monolithic conductor because the cur-
rent links interior flux in a braided system whereas the monolithic
conductor has no interior flux. Having more inductance for a given
amount of flux reduces the magnetic energy since magnetic energy
can be expressed asWB ¼ LI2=2 ¼ U2=ð2LÞ and fluxU¼ LI.

Consider a solar flux rope undergoing a kink instability produc-
ing a magnetic field Bkink. If this flux rope is constituted by an enor-
mous number of tiny braided strands each having radius of a few ion
skin depths and having current density J, each strand would be

accelerated by the kink magnetic field by a local J� Bkink force and, as
in the lab experiment, each strand would experience the effective grav-
ity associated with this kink acceleration. The ion skin depth for
hydrogen with n¼ 1016 m�3 is c=xpi ¼ 2 m. Assuming a temperature
T¼ 100 eV and a magnetic field B¼ 10�3 T, the ion Larmor radius is
rLi¼ 1 m. The strands would thus have to be at least several Larmor
radii in radius, so for example a flux rope with radius 106 m might
consist of strands having 10 m radius in which case the flux rope
would consist of 1010 strands each 10 m in radius. The strands would
be braided so that each strand is statistically the same, i.e., there is no
inside or outside strand. The strands could also have a web-like struc-
ture as shown in Fig. 1 of Daughton et al.41

Because there is no inside or outside to the braided strands, any
externally imposed kink magnetic field will completely penetrate this
structure. This is because any shielding of the externally imposed mag-
netic field would require a surface current, but no surface current is
allowed because all strands are equally on the surface and in the inte-
rior. Each strand would then experience an identical J� B force from
the interaction between the exterior kink-instigated magnetic field B
and the current J in the strand. Each strand would have a large lateral
acceleration, experience its own effective gravity, and so develop its
own small-scale RT ripples. These ripples would quickly grow to
become comparable to c/xpi and so would choke off the current in
each strand because having vd of order vA is forbidden by kinetic con-
siderations. The interruption of the currents in each strand would cor-
respond to the interruption of the current in the Caltech jet
experiment and so there would be a large electric field associated with
LdI/dt. Figures 7(a)–7(c) shows what a bundle of individual filaments
all undergoing the MHD kink, RT, and then breaking apart might
look like. The images for each filament in Figs. 7(a)–7(c) are taken
from Figs. 5(a), 5(e), and 5(f), respectively.

The Litz wire-like braiding appears to be essential because if there
were no braiding so that a macroscopic flux rope were a monolithic
conductor, the resistive skin time would be much too long for a cur-
rent to spread uniformly across the flux rope cross-section.
Specifically, the resistive diffusion time for a current to penetrate a
6� 106 m radius 100 eV plasma is sR ¼ l0r

2=g ¼ 3� 106 years
which of course is many orders of magnitude larger than the time scale
for currents to change in the solar corona.

X. CONCLUSION

A statistical acceleration model has been presented to explain
observations of the surprising X-ray bursts observed in the Caltech jet
experiment. The model shows how a small fraction of electrons in a
very dense and collisional plasma can be accelerated by a sub-Dreicer
electric field to high energy and then undergo a large-angle collision to
emit high energy X-rays. The statistical acceleration model differs
from previous interpretations where it was proposed that acceleration
could be produced by an arbitrarily weak electric field acting on suffi-
ciently fast electrons. This model shows that in a finite-sized system,
energetic particles result from a multi-step acceleration process start-
ing with electrons that have initial energies that are small multiples of
the thermal energy. The acceleration model only depends on the valid-
ity of the Fokker-Planck equation and on having a current-
interrupting magnetic reconnection event, so it should apply to a wide
range of solar and astrophysical plasmas.
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The scaling of the experiment and the model to solar situations
shows that there is direct scaling of the MHD aspects but not of the
non-MHD statistical acceleration model. This lack of direct scaling of
the non-MHD model motivates the hypothesis that solar flux ropes
are made up of a large number of braided strands like the Litz wire.
Such braiding is consistent with previous models and with observa-
tions. Each strand would initially have a radius somewhat larger than
an ion skin depth so that there is minimal shielding of magnetic field
by the stranded system. This topology would allow the transient mag-
netic field of a kink to accelerate each strand rather than just the sur-
face of a monolithic flux rope having no substructure. Each strand
could then develop a Rayleigh-Taylor instability that would choke the
current flow along the strand and so cause a large but sub-Dreicer
inductive voltage drop that would then accelerate particles in accor-
dance with the statistical acceleration model.
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APPENDIX: LIMITATIONS OF DEBYE SHIELDING

This Appendix discusses key concepts that are relevant to the
statistical acceleration theory presented in Sec. IV.

The derivation of Debye shielding, one of the most fundamen-
tal properties of plasmas, involves a logical argument that incorpo-
rates certain specific assumptions. When derived using fluid
equations, the explanation involves the assumption of a quasi-static
equilibrium so that ions and electrons have a Boltzmann density
dependence nð/Þ ¼ n0 expð�q/=jTÞ. This Boltzmann density
dependence is then used in Poisson’s equation with addition of a
test particle to solve for potential /(r). This results in the Debye
length k2D which has functional dependence

1

k2D
¼ 1

k2Di
þ 1

k2De
; (A1)

where k2Di ¼ �0jTi=ne2 and k2De ¼ �0jTe=ne2: If the ions are much
colder than the electrons as is often the case, then k2Di � k2De and so
one would expect from Eq. (A1) that the ion term would dominate.
However, this is not true when considering shielding of electron-
related phenomena because electrons move much faster than the
ions and ions cannot move fast enough to shield an electron. This
suggests that Debye shielding only involves particles that have a
thermal velocity exceeding the velocity of the particle being
shielded. This rough concept is demonstrated in more detail in Sec.
9.2 of Nicholson44 where it is shown that a test particle moving
much faster than the thermal velocity has no Debye shielding. This
indicates that superthermal particles have greatly reduced Debye
shielding since they can only be shielded by faster particles and
there are relatively few particles moving faster than a given super-
thermal particle.

The deflection of a test particle with charge qT scattering off of
a field particle with charge qF is solved in the center of mass frame
and results in the Rutherford scattering formula

tan
h
2

� �
¼ qTqF

4pe0blv2
(A2)

where h is the scattering angle, b is the impact parameter, l is the
reduced mass, and v is the relative velocity. For grazing collisions,
where h� 1, this gives

h ¼ qTqF
2pe0blv2

; (A3)

and the impact parameter for scattering by more than p/2 is

b < bp=2 ¼
qTqF

4pe0lv2
: (A4)

In the center of mass frame, a collision simply rotates the velocity
so if the initial velocity is in the z direction, the z component of the
velocity after collision is v cos h and the change in velocity from a
grazing collision is Dv ¼ v cos h� v ¼ �vh2=2: Since h2 scales as 1/
b2, the average of b2 over a circular area concentric with the scatter-
ing center involves an integral of the form

Ð
db=b and so is singular.

The singularity is removed by arguing that Debye shielding screens
out the potential for distances larger than the Debye length. The

FIG. 7. Sketch illustrating how a solar flare might evolve with a Litz wire-like filament structure. (a) is a collection of five filaments made by superposing five copies of the image
from Fig. 5(a). This composite shows each filament undergoing MHD kink instability and accelerating upwards. (b) is the same collection of five filaments made using the
image from Fig. 5(e) where each filament is undergoing the RT instability. (c) is the same collection of five filaments made using the image from Fig. 5(f) where each filament
has broken apart after undergoing the RT. The jet breaks apart in the microsecond between this image and the next one which is shown (c).
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question now arises as to what Debye length is to be used. The
reduced mass test particle is not a true particle; it is rather a ficti-
tious particle that involves properties of both the test and field
particles via the formula defining l. The scattering center is also
not a true particle since it does not move. Thus, the concept of
Debye shielding which was defined in the lab frame does not really
make sense in the center of mass frame and yet it is used in a
somewhat vague way where it is sometimes attributed to be a
property of the reduced mass test particle and sometimes a prop-
erty of the scattering center. This seems to be fine when the test
particle is moving at slow velocities so all particles have the same
shielding, but there is ambiguity about whether one should use the
shielding of the test particle or the shielding of the field particle
since these shieldings differ. In some treatments, one mentally
moves to the frame of the reduced mass test particle and imagines
that it has a strapped-on bulls-eye of radius kD and that there is a
flux of field particles impacting the bulls-eye with a flux C¼ nv,
where v is the relative velocity but in other treatments the bulls-
eye is imagined to be strapped to the field particle and one makes
an ensemble average over many possible test particle trajectories.
In the former case, the Debye length would be that of the test par-
ticle while in the latter it would be the Debye length of the field
particle.

Consider a circle of radius kD centered on a field particle so
this circle has area rD ¼ pk2D; this is not yet a scattering cross-
section but is a physically sensible quantity. The average value of h2

over small-angle collisions within this circle is

hh2i ¼ 1

pk2D

ðkD

bp=2

h22pbdb ¼ 2p

pk2D

qTqF
2pe0lv2

� �2

lnK; (A5)

where K ¼ kD=bp=2: The mean free path for small-angle collisions
associated with hitting these rD circles is

lD ¼ 1= nTrDð Þ : (A6)

Because hh2i is the average of small quantities, hh2i must be small
so let hh2i ¼ 1=p where p is a large number. In order to have a large
angle scattering, the particle would have to make p collisions with a
Debye sphere and so would have to travel a distance plD. Thus, the
mean free path for the cumulative effect of small angle collisions
making a large angle collision is leff ¼ plD ¼ p=ðnTrDÞ, so the effec-
tive cross section for making a large angle collision is

reff ¼ rD=p

¼ rDhh2i

¼ 2p
qTqF

2pe0lv2

� �2

lnK: (A7)

The probability of not hitting any Debye spheres on traveling
a distance leff is exp ð�leff =lDÞ ¼ exp ð�pÞ: This causes a problem
because p is large and in order to be completely collisionless, the
particle must avoid hitting any Debye spheres. This suggests that
reff is not quite like a normal cross-section because a normal cross-
section has the property that a particle either hits or does not hit
the cross-section after traveling some distance, whereas here a parti-
cle appears to always be hitting. For example suppose p¼ 106, so a
particle would have to travel a million times lD to change its

trajectory by 90
, but if it traveled only 100lD; the particle would
not have a 10�4 chance of scattering by 90
 but rather would have
scattered by some angle much smaller than 90
:

The above picture breaks down when the test particle is super-
thermal. It was shown above that for a test particle to scatter by 90
,
it must make p collisions with field particles, where p is a large
number. Each of these p steps involves the test particle colliding
with a different field particle and each of these p collisions is consid-
ered to be statistically independent. In the Fokker-Planck model of
collisions, the lnK term is assumed to involve the Debye length
associated with the field particles, i.e., K is a function of the field
particle density and temperature. The picture is visualized as a circle
of area rD that is a like a bulls-eye which gets attached to each field
particle. As an example, if there are four field particles in a Debye
sphere denoted as A, B, C, and D, the test particle will first collide
with A and be scattered by hh2i; then with B and be scattered by
another hh2i; then with C and be scattered by another hh2i; and
then with D and be scattered by another hh2i to give a total scatter-
ing of 4hh2i. However, intrinsic to this argument is that each of A,
B, C, and D have their own Debye bulls-eye. This means that the
electron at A is at the center of a spherical region depleted of elec-
trons in a spherically symmetric manner, and so are B, C, and D.
However, if the separation between A, B, C, and D is less than a
Debye length, it is physically impossible for A, B, C, and D to each
be at the center of spherical regions that are depleted of electrons.
The only way this could happen is to wait sometime after the test
electron has scattered from A so that A, B, C, and D undergo ran-
dom motion and re-arrange so that when the test electron interacts
with B, B is at the center of a region that is spherically depleted of
electrons. Thus, the positions of A, B, C, and D must randomize
between encounters with the test particle if each of A, B, C, and D is
to be surrounded by a Debye shielding cloud. A sufficiently fast test
particle will see A, B, C, and D as being immobile and so during the
time that the test particle traverses the shielding cloud surrounding
A, particles B, C, and D cannot be considered to be at the centers of
some other shielding clouds. The fast test particle must leave the
shielding cloud surrounding A before it can undergo another statis-
tically independent scattering. Similarly, if every fast particle were
simultaneously surrounded by a Debye sphere, then the interparti-
cle separation between the particles would be approximately kD and
the density of field particles would be k�3D which would give nk3D
¼ 1 which is inconsistent with the assumption that nk3D � 1. This
reduction in the number of independent scattering events will
greatly reduce the amount of scattering experienced by a fast test
particle compared to a slow test particle in addition to the reduction
associated with speed alone.

Because of these considerations of (i) reduction in Debye
shielding of a superthermal particle, (ii) ambiguity of whether to
use the test particle Debye length or the field particle Debye length,
and (iii) failure to have statistical independence of the field particles
interacting with a very fast test particle, it is seen that representation
of collisions by an effective cross section reff with the associated col-
lision frequency t and mean free path k ¼ 1=nreff must be consid-
ered approximate. However, this approximation and Fig. 3 of Ref.
45 are consistent with the essential concept that a small fraction of
an initial cohort of fast particles have much less slowing down than
the average slowing down. This small fraction can be considered as
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the particles that do not collide. In the presence of an electric field,
this small fraction of particles accelerates to even higher energies.
This point of view is supported by the Lagrangian description pre-
sented in Sec. VII where the arguments about the development of a
cohort of particles that do not collide are supported by a formal cal-
culation. This formal calculation depends only on the commonly
used approximation to the collisional Vlasov equation proposed by
Bhatnagar, Gross, and Krook (BGK).46 We note that the BGK
approximation was used for example by Livi and Marsch. Because
we are considering an enhancement of the high-energy tail, so
f � fM , where fM is a Maxwellian distribution, the BGK collision
term �tðf � fMÞ is approximated as –tf in the high energy tail.
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